
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
Thanksgiving (Level D)

Spelling Words Basic Words

Thanksgiving

squash

stuffing

utensils

cranberry

Pilgrim

Native American

delicious

longhouse

grateful

   tradition

England

Squanto

autumn

Thursday

settler

vegetables

November

 colony

celebration

feast

turkey

corn

Challenge Words

centerpiece

mashed potatoes

Answer the questions.

1.  Which of your spelling words is the name of a historical person?     ______________________

2.  Identify the proper noun that names a place.         ______________________

3.  Name the spelling word that is a day of the week.     ______________________

4.  Name the spelling word that is a month of the year.     ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  an area in a distant land that is controlled by another country       _________________________

6.  a shelter where some groups of Native Americans lived           _________________________

7.  items you use to eat with                                  _________________________

8. a person who travels to a faraway place for religious reasons         _________________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    unamtu      ___________________     hint: season that comes before winter

10.  rdiotatni       ___________________     hint: a meaningful activity that is repeated at special times

11.  tfgulrae        ___________________     hint: thankful

12.  ciduloeis      ___________________     hint: really, really tasty
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Name: _________________________________                                   List D-Thanksgiving

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

settler vegetables cranberry Native American

stuffing Thanksgiving squash celebration

13.  One of Mary's ancestors had been a  ________________________  from England.   

14.  My family has twelve relatives coming from out of town for  ________________________.

15.  This year, the Smith family will have a very small  ________________________  for the holiday.

16. Elliott's ethnic background is partly English and partly  ________________________.

17. Grandma is making the  ________________________  for the inside of the turkey.

18.  All the children loved to eat the sweet and slightly tart  ________________________  sauce.

19. The colonists learned how to grow different types of  ________________________  in America.

20. The bright yellow  ________________________  was the perfect decoration for our table.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which basic word has the fewest number of vowels? ___________________________

22. Identify the basic word with the most consonants. ___________________________

23. Name the basic word that means “a really big meal.” ___________________________

24. Which challenge word is a compound word?  ___________________________
           

25. Write the name of the challenge word that is a food.   ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
Thanksgiving (Level D)

Spelling Words Basic Words

Thanksgiving

squash

stuffing

utensils

cranberry

Pilgrim

Native 

American

delicious

longhouse

grateful

   tradition

England

Squanto

autumn

Thursday

settler

vegetables

November

 colony

celebration

feast

turkey

corn

Challenge Words

centerpiece

mashed potatoes

Answer the questions.

1.  Which of your spelling words is the name of a historical person?     Squanto

2.  Identify the proper noun that names a place.     England

3.  Name the spelling word that is a day of the week.     Thursday

4.  Name the spelling word that is a month of the year.     November

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  an area in a distant land that is controlled by another country        colony

6.  a shelter where some groups of Native Americans lived           longhouse

7.  items you use to eat with                                  utensils

8.  a person who travels to a faraway place for religious reasons          Pilgrim  

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    unamtu      autumn           hint: season that comes before winter

10.  rdiotatni       tradition                   hint: a meaningful activity that is repeated at special times

11.  tfgulrae        grateful           hint: thankful

12.  ciduloeis      delicious           hint: really, really tasty
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ANSWER KEY

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

settler vegetables cranberry Native American

stuffing Thanksgiving squash celebration

13.  One of Mary's ancestors had been a settler from England.  

14.  My family has twelve relatives coming from out of town for Thanksgiving.

15.  This year, the Smith family will have a very small celebration for the holiday.

16. Elliott's ethnic background is partly English and partly Native American.

17. Grandma is making the stuffing for the inside of the turkey.

18. All the children loved to eat the sweet and slightly tart cranberry sauce. 

19. The colonists learned how to grow different types of vegetables in America.

20. The bright yellow squash was the perfect decoration for our table.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which basic word has the fewest number of vowels? corn

22. Identify the basic word with the most consonants. turkey

23. Name the basic word that means “a really big meal.” feast

24. Which challenge word is a compound word?  centerpiece
           

25. Write the name of the challenge word that is a food.   mashed potatoes
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